Abstract-In this paper, we use the optimal nonlinear random filtering method and intelligent optimization algorithm to study the optimal control problem of a kind of incomplete data and continuous nonstationary stochastic information delivery system. We obtain the two optimal control mathematical models in these two situations; illustrate how to establish the optimal encoding and decoding of the nonstationary stochastic process; and provide an effective and reliable approach for the optimal control of such a process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information system search, analysis and application is a very complicated issue for information transfer optimization. So is the stochastic dynamic optimization simulation and control. They include a comprehensive analysis of many aspects of information filtering, information processing, and information statistical analysis [1] [2] [3] [4] . A great number of facts indicate how filtering information and the result of information processing and analysis play a vital role in the improving of the signal transfer system and the efficiency of information decision [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In order to effectively solve the optimization modeling and control of random signal of a kind of multi-dimensional, general part in the measurable, stable process, this paper adopts random optimization analysis and stochastic recursive filtering method. It undertakes an in-depth study in the optimal filtering and estimation of random signal in a partially observational generalized process with a fractional rational spectral density [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Furthermore it leads to the optimal filter equation and optimal estimation equation of random signals in the generalized process. Hence it provides a reliable theoretical foundation and an efficient mathematic method for further research of the optimal control of such a process and for further improvement of the efficiency of the sort of information transmission system [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND INFORMATION SEARCH
For a class of fractional rational spectral density and some observational generalized process stochastic signal transfer system
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In it, the order of the polynomial is no more than n-1, and according to (8) , we have 
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where according to (20) , the optimum decode 
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and the spectral density is
If we consider t  as a random "valuable signal" ,  as a "disturbance" and assuming the observation process as
Then through the formula (1) 
